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ABSTRACT
Aributed network data is becoming increasingly common across
elds, as we are oen equipped with information about nodes in
addition to their pairwise connectivity paerns. is extra infor-
mation can manifest as a classication, or as a multidimensional
vector of features. Recently developed methods that seek to extend
community detection approaches to aributed networks have ex-
plored how to most eectively combine connectivity and aribute
information to identify quality communities. ese methods oen
rely on some assumption of the dependency relationships between
aributes and connectivity. In this work, we seek to develop a
statistical test to assess whether node aributes align with network
connectivity. e objective is to quantitatively evaluate whether
nodes with similar connectivity paerns also have similar aributes.
To address this problem, we use a node sampling and label propaga-
tion approach. We apply our method to several synthetic examples
that explore how network structure and aribute characteristics
aect the empirical p-value computed by our method. Finally, we
apply the test to a network generated from a single cell mass cytom-
etry (CyTOF) dataset and show that our test can identify markers
associated with distinct sub populations of single cells.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Community detection in networks is a common pursuit that seeks
to partition the network’s nodes into sets of structurally coherent
groups, where members of a community have strong similarity
in connectivity paerns [7, 11, 16]. While the identication of
communities based solely on the network’s adjacency matrix is
straightforward, the implications of having node aributes and
how to integrate that into the community detection problem is not
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as well understood. We refer to a structural community as a com-
munity identied according to only the adjacency matrix, while we
dene an aribute community as a community that has been iden-
tied using the aribute information. Recently, there have been
numerous approaches extending common community detection
techniques to aributed networks [5, 8, 13–15, 22]. While each
of these methods provide extensions to a variety of community
detection approaches, they also dier in their assumption about the
dependence relationships between the aributes and connectivity.
On one hand, it seems reasonable to assume that members of a
structural community should be highly similar in aribute space.
However, work by Newman et al. [13] and Peel et al. [14] have pro-
vided phenomenal examples and insight into when this assumption
could be invalid.
In this work, we seek to develop a test that returns a statistic
reecting how closely node aributes correlate with connectivity
paerns. Our test is based on label propagation and ultimately
returns an empirical p-value that can be interpreted as the signi-
cance of the relationship between network connectivity and node
aributes. We demonstrate that the computed empirical p-value
is meaningful with several synthetic examples and on a network
representation of a single-cell mass cytometry CyTOF dataset.
is paper is organized as follows: First, we describe the lat-
est advances in aributed community detection. Next, we dene
our method and show several synthetic examples to evaluate the
performance and meaningfulness of our computed empirical p-
value. Finally, we apply our test to a single cell mass cytometry
CyTOF dataset, identifying identify particular aributes that can
distinguish populations of cells.
1.1 Community detection in attributed
networks
ere are a variety of approaches for identifying structural com-
munities based only on connectivity paerns such as probabilistic
methods [17, 21], quality function maximization [12], and higher-
order motif-based clustering [2]. Most of these classes of methods
have inspired extensions in aributed networks. Here, we dis-
cuss extensions to probabilistic and quality function maximization
approaches. Note that throughout this text we use the phrases
aributes and metadata interchangeably to be consistent with the
terminology in the discussed references.
1.1.1 Probabilistic approaches. Probabilistic community detec-
tion methods edge existence in a network based on latent com-
munity structure. Aer learning model parameters through likeli-
hood optimization, samples generated from the model should align
closely with the true underlying network. Two common approaches
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are the stochastic block model (SBM) [17] and the aliation model
[21].
e assumption of the stochastic block model is that nodes within
a community are connected to nodes within and between commu-
nities in a characteristic way. Moreover, the objective in the model
ing and parameter inference of a stochastic block model in a
network with K communities is to learn the node-to-community as-
signments and the within and between community connection prob-
abilities that maximize the model likelihood. e stochastic block
model has been extensively studied in the literature and has been
extended to aributed networks in at least four ways [8, 13, 14, 18].
Newman et al. provided an extension to the stochastic block model
capable of incorporating discrete or continuous metadata (aribute)
information [13]. Peel et al. proposed the neoSBM [14], which ex-
plores the eects of ‘xing’ and freeing nodes from their metadata
label on the SBM inference. Along with this work, the authors
developed BESTest, a statistical test to measure the relationship
between a node’s metadata label and community structure. Hric et
al. constructed a joint stochastic block model for both the aributes
and metadata through a nonparametric, Bayesian framework [8].
ey assessed the alignment of the aributes with the connectivity
based on performance in link prediction tasks. Stanley et al. intro-
duced a version of the stochastic block model for networks with
nodes having multiple continuous aributes [18].
Another useful probabilistic model for community structure is
the aliation model. is model assumes that nodes can be al-
iated to multiple communities to varying extents [21]. Moreover,
the edge between a pair of nodes is based on their similarity in
community aliations. A useful method for integrating multidi-
mensional vectors of binary aributes was introduced by Yang et
al. in a method called CESNA [22], which modies the aliation
model likelihood to incorporate this information. is is achieved
by allowing the aributes and connectivity information to be mod-
eled as conditionally independent, giving the node-to-community
aliations and feature importance weights for the aributes.
1.1.2 ality function maximization. ality function maxi-
mization methods have also been extended to aributed networks.
When community detection is formulated with a quality function,
the objective is to specify a null model for a network with no com-
munity structure and nd the partition of nodes to communities
that maximizes the dierence from this null model. A standard
quality function for communities is known as modularity [12]. e
state-of-the-art optimization heuristic for maximizing modularity
is the Louvain algorithm [3]. Work by Combe et al. adapted the
modularity to take into account multidimensional aribute vec-
tors and optimized this quantity in a Louvain-style manner with
I-Louvain [5].
Recent work by Perozzi et al. denes a modularity-inspired quan-
tity known as community normality [15]. is measure prioritizes
partitions where members of a community are very similar to each
other in aribute space (and obviously in connectivity paerns).
Further, members of a community are also expected to be dierent
from nodes on the community boundary or in a dierent commu-
nity.
1.2 Novelty and paper objectives
e methods described above indicate great progress in the integra-
tion of aributes in community detection. However, there has not
been much work focusing on the interplay between aributes and
connectivity information and the extent to which these data should
be combined. In this paper, we seek to develop a statistical test to
evaluate the relationship between connectivity and aribute infor-
mation. Our approach is meant to be generalizable to all networks
and agnostic to the particular community detection algorithm algo-
rithm applied to the network. Our method can also accommodate
multiple aributes that can be either discrete, continuous, or a com-
bination of both. Aer dening the method for implementing this
test, we seek to systematically study the properties of our test and
its empirical p-value output across various types of networks and
aributes. Finally, we apply our tool to a single cell mass cytom-
etry (CyTOF) dataset, where our results suggest that our method
can successfully identify aributes with discriminative ability for
distinguishing between communities.
2 METHODS
Our method is built on label propagation (LP), where given a par-
tially labeled network of N nodes (i.e. only a subset of nodes have
community assignments), the objective is to use this information
to predict the community assignments of the unlabeled nodes [20].
In this work, we rst label the nodes according to their aribute
information. We then take several sub samples of l labeled nodes
and use the prediction of the remaining N − l unlabeled nodes
as a proxy for how closely the aributes align with the network
connectivity. In particular, we use a label propagation approach
that returns a probability distribution for each node over each of
the aribute-dened node-to-community assignments. We then
quantify the uncertainty of the prediction with a simple entropy
measure. In doing this, we assume that if the aributes are aligned
with the network connectivity paerns, the entropy should be low.
Alternatively, if aributes and connectivity are disparate, then pre-
dicting the unlabeled nodes will be dicult and entropy should be
higher.
As an overview of this process, we rst label the nodes according
to their aribute information. is can be achieved by classifying
the nodes according to a single discrete value, or through simple
clustering of the nodes based on their aributes. Aer obtaining
a labeling of the nodes, we begin our label propagation and null
label propagation tasks. For a large number of T ∗ trials, we take a
sample of l nodes and their aribute-based labels and denote these
nodes as labeled. We then try to predict the labels of the remaining
N −l nodes, comprising the unlabeled set, by propagating the labels
outward. Since the label propagation method returns a probability
distribution over possible community assignments, we can compute
an entropy measure. Along with this true label propagation task, in
each trial we also permute the labels of the nodes in our sample set
to generate a null distribution of entropy values for the unlabeled
nodes. Finally, the overlap between the null and empirical entropy
distributions are used to compute a p-value. is process is outlined
in Figure 1. We will now provided a detailed description of each
step in this process.
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Figure 1: Our test rst labels the nodes according to the
attribute-based node-to-community assignment, z˜. Next, in
each of of T ∗ trials, a sample of l labeled nodes is used as
input to the label propagation task to predict the proba-
bility distribution over possible communities for the unla-
beled N − l nodes. e entropy of the node-to-community
assignment probabilities is used to estimate how well the at-
tributes align with connectivity. In each trial, z˜ is permuted
and subjected to the label propagation task to compute a
‘null’ entropy value. is process is repeated T ∗ times and
the empirical p-value is calculated based on the overlap be-
tween the null entropy distribution and the empirical en-
tropy distribution.
2.1 Notation
We rst dene some notation that assists in seing up this prob-
lem. For a network with N nodes, we let z be the N -length vector
of node-to-community assignments, based on only the network
connectivity information given in the adjacency matrix, A = {Ai j }.
is implies that the i-th entry, zi , gives the community assign-
ment for node i . Alternatively, when nodes are labeled according to
the aribute information, we denote their community assignments
with z˜. Finally, our permutation test involves taking a subset of
nodes and their labels in z˜ as the labeled set to propagate labels
outward to a set of unlabeled nodes. We denote this distinction
between the aribute-based partition of the labeled and unlabeled
subsets of nodes by z˜L and z˜U , respectively. Finally, we assume
that each node has p associated aributes, which are stored in the
N × p matrix, X. at is, the ith row of X, Xi , gives the values of
the p aributes for node i .
2.2 Classifying Nodes
e rst step is to classify nodes according to aributes, denoted
by z˜. We assume some prior knowledge for the K , specifying how
many communities are in the data. Hence, each z˜i takes on 1 of K
values. In the case where nodes are classied discretely, according
to a single source of information, this labeling occurs without any
eort. In the case where each node has multiple aributes, we have
found that a simple clustering method, such as k-means works well.
Because this rst step of labeled the nodes is achieved through a
clustering procedure, our approach can accommodate discrete and
continuous aributes.
2.3 Sampling Nodes and Creating Entropy
Distributions
In the sampling step, for a large number of T ∗ trials, we randomly
select l nodes, {L}, and their corresponding labels, z˜L . From here,
we seek to use z˜L and the network structure to predict the labels
for the the remaining N − l nodes in the unlabeled set, {U }.
Aer spliing all N nodes into their labeled and unlabeled sets,
we use the label propagation approach described by Zhu et al. [23]
to generate a probability distribution over the communities from z˜L
for each of the nodes in {U }. Ultimately under this LP approach, we
seek to dene the N ×K matrix, Y, where Yic is the probability that
node i belongs to class c . We can split this matrix into two matrices,
YL and YU , containing the subset of rows corresponding to nodes
in {L} and {U }, respectively. erefore, the label propagation task
is to eectively estimate YU .
To compute YU following the approach by Zhu et al. [23], we
rst use the adjacency matrix, A , to dene and N × N transition
probability matrix, T = {Ti j }. Here, entry Ti j gives the probability
of jumping from node j to node i . is is given by,
Ti j =
Ai j∑N
f =1 Af j
. (1)
We then compute T¯, which is simply the row normalized version
of T. From here, T¯ is rearranged so that the rst L rows and columns
correspond to the labeled nodes, and the remaining N − L columns
correspond to the unlabeled nodes. is rearrangement allows for
T¯ to be wrien as four submatrices, obtained by spliing T¯ aer
the lth row and lth column as,
T¯ =
[
T¯l l T¯lu
T¯ul T¯uu
]
. (2)
Based on the fact that Zhu et al., dene their label propagation
algorithm as Y ← TY , YU can be dened as,
YU = (I − T¯uu )−1T¯ulYL . (3)
More details about this label propagation approach are described
in Ref. [23]. Computing YU for one pair of labeled and unlabeled
node sets, {L} and {U }, comprises the true label propagation task
of one trial. To perform a null LP task, we rst permute the entries
of z˜L , and denote this permuted version as z˜L,perm. Just as we
showed in the true label propagation task, we use z˜L,perm to dene
a corresponding permuted version of YU ,perm with YU ,permic set to
be 1 if node i belongs to community c , under the permuted labels,
given by z˜L,perm. e analogous update relationship shown in
equation 3 gives YU ,perm.
Aer computing YU and YU ,perm, the next step is to compute
their corresponding entropies, E and Eperm. We chose to use a cross
entropy measure to account for both the aribute-based community
assignment (z˜U ) and the prediction under our label propagation
task, YU . From our aribute-based classication vector z˜, we create
the (N − l) × K indicator matrix, Z˜U ,where Z˜Uic = 1 if node i is
assigned to community c . With this notation, we compute cross
entropy H (Z˜U ,YU ) as,
H (Z˜U ,YU ) = −
∑
ic
Z˜Uic log(YUic ). (4)
Moreover, H (Z˜U ,YU ) and H (Z˜U ,perm,YU ,perm) give E and Eperm,
respectively.
We let E = {E1,E2, . . . ET } and Eperm = {Eperm1 ,E
perm
2 , . . . E
perm
T }
be the collection of entropies over the T ∗ trials.
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2.4 Computing the empirical p-value
Aer having repeated this LP task over T ∗ trials, we compute the
empirical p-value for the test. is p-value is interpreted as the
overlap between E and Eperm. In the case where aributes (X) and
connectivity (A) are well-aligned with connectivity, E and Eperm
should not overlap because the entropy for the label propagation
task should be very low. Alternatively, as X and A become less
aligned, the entropy of the prediction from the label propagation
task should be higher and hence E and Eperm will overlap. en
the empirical p-value, p, is calculated as,
p = P(Eperm < max(E)). (5)
Note that this p-value is strictly empirical and intended to quantify
the overlap between E and Eperm.
3 RESULTS
We present results on synthetic networks and on a network repre-
sentation of a single cell mass cytometry CyTOF dataset. In this
section, we seek to conrm that the empirical p-value leads to an
accurate and interpretable conclusion. e results on synthetic
data are useful because we have an understanding of when the p-
value should be signicant, due to our knowledge of how the data
were generated. Similarly, in the single cell mass cytometry CyTOF
dataset, we use particular marker features and their discriminative
ability to validate our computed empirical p-values.
3.1 Synthetic Examples
We sought to verify that our empirical p-value was capturing de-
sirable behavior. First, we expected the p-value to decrease in
signicance as the LP entropy distribution increased in overlap
with the empirical null LP entropy distribution. Second, we sought
to have a p-value that became less signicant (i.e. higher) as the
correlation between aributes and network structure decreased. In
Figure 2, we considered a network generated from a stochastic block
model with N = 200 nodes, K = 4 communities, within-community
edge probability (pin ), pin = 0.6, and between-community edge
probability, (pout ), pout = 0.02. at is for a pair of nodes, i and
j, the probability of an edge existing between them is modeled as
P(Ai j = 1) = pin if zi = zj and P(Ai j = 1) = pout if zi , zj .
Associated with each node is a 3-dimensional Gaussian aribute
vector, drawn from 1 of K multivariate Gaussian distributions. Un-
der this formulation, each community has its own associated mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution. e aribute vector for a node
in community k is parameterized by mean µk = [µ1, µ2, µ3] and
covariance matrix Σk .
To generate each µk = [µ1, µ2, µ3], we draw each of the µ1, µ2
and µ3 from a standard Normal distribution with mean 0 and unit
variance. For a community k , Σk is also the identity covariance
matrix.
When performing our label propagation task, in each of the
T ∗ = 1000 trials, we used a sample of l = 100 labeled nodes as the
input to the LP task.
First, we performed a tSNE [10] 2-dimensional embedding of the
nodes based only on the aribute information, X. is is shown
in Figure 2A. Each point represents a node and is colored by its
community assignment, z. We can see that there are clearly clusters
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Figure 2: To understand the properties of our empirical p-
value, we generated a synthetic network, A, from an SBM
with N = 200 nodes, and K = 4 communities. e vector
of continuous attributes for a node i, (Xi ) was drawn from
a multivariate Gaussian distribution parameterized by its
community assignment (zi ) or {µzi , Σzi }. In these experi-
ments, we permuted varying proportions of z˜ and observed
the eects on entropy and empirical p-value. A. We used
tSNE to visualize the two dimensional projection of the 200
nodes based on attribute information. B. We plotted the em-
pirical p-value of our test as a function of the proportion of
attribute-based community assignments, z˜, permuted. We
varied the proportion of entries of z˜ permuted between 0.01
and 1 (horizontal axis). We observed decreased statistical
signicance (increased empirical p-value) with an increas-
ing proportion of permuted labels. C. We plotted the em-
pirical p-value as a function of the mean entropy (E) across
T ∗ = 1000 trials used to generate the entropy distributions
for each experiment described in (B.). Increased entropy cor-
responding to a larger proportion of z˜ permuted leads to a
decreased p-value.
of nodes from the same community, but there is also some mix-
ing. is implies that aributes and connectivity are not perfectly
correlated.
In this rst experiment, we sought to explore how the empiri-
cal p-value behaved as the LP entropy distribution converged to
the null LP entropy distribution. To study this, we consciously
made the label propagation task incrementally more dicult by
perturbing various proportions of the initial aribute-based node-
to-community assignments, z˜. is test was implemented to verify
that with a higher proportion of permuted (i.e. incorrect) entries
in z˜, the empirical entropy distributions, E and Eperm would have
more extensive overlap. As expected, in Figure 2B. we observed
that by permuting a larger proportion of the labels, z˜, there was an
associated increase in the empiricalp-value (decreased signicance).
Here, the proportion of labels permuted in z˜ was varied between
0.01 and 1 (horizontal axis). Next, we examined the relationship
between the entropy distribution, E and our empirical p-value, p in
the experiments described in Figure 2B. In Figure 2C., we plot the
empirical p-value against the mean entropy of E over theT ∗ = 1000
trials. As expected, these quantities are highly related, with a higher
entropy leading to a higher (less signicant) empirical p-value.
3.1.1 Comparison to BESTest. We used the synthetic data
from the experiment described in Figure 2 to compare our results
to those obtained using BESTest [14]. Recall that BESTest is the
method developed to measure the relationship between communi-
ties and a piece of node metadata in the context of a stochastic block
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model. is comparison is especially appropriate since the synthetic
data were generated from a stochastic block model. BESTest works
rst by labeling the nodes according to z˜, based on the aribute
information. Under this partition of the nodes, the SBM parame-
ters are optimized, where the maximum likelihood estimate for the
connection probability between a pair of communities r and s is
given by ωˆr s . is maximum likelihood estimate ωˆr s is computed
as ωˆr s = mr s/nrns . Here, mr s is the number of edges between
communities r and s , while nr and ns are the number of nodes in
communities r and s , respectively. e entropy,H of this partition
across the communities is computed as,
H(z˜) = −12 [
∑
r s
mr s loдωˆr s + (nrns −mr s ) log(1− ωˆr s )]+O(N−1).
(6)
e empirical p-value is computed with BESTest through a per-
mutation test which computesH(z˜perm) many times and reports
the fraction of H(z˜perm) < H(z˜). e BESTest entropy measure
was developed in the context of a stochastic block model. While
we show in subsequent experiments that our results are highly
correlated with the BESTest results, our approach is developed out-
side of the context of the stochastic block model. We analyzed the
similarity between BESTest and our label propagation approach by
studying the relationship between the BESTest entropy, and our
entropy and empirical p-value.
As described in section 3.1, our experiment involved permuting
varying proportions of z˜, which resulted in a range of entropies and
hence computed empirical p-values. Each experiment correspond-
ing to a particular proportion of permuted entries of z˜ served as
the aribute-based node classications in our calculations of label
propagation entropy and BESTest entropy. Note that to compute
the BESTest entropies, the whole network is used. In Figure 3A.
we plot our computed p-value against the BESTest entropy and
observe that these quantities are highly related. Even more related
are the BESTest and label propagation entropies, ploed against
each other in Figure 3B. ese analyses suggest that these tests
are highly related for this particular experiment. Since we did use
stochastic block models to generate our synthetic data, interesting
future work could examine the relationship between these tests for
more diverse types of network structures.
3.1.2 Strength of community structure. Given that aspects
of network structure can inuence label propagation results, we
sought to experimentally probe how our test performed for commu-
nity structure of varying strengths. We refer to a strong community
structure as one that has many within-community connections and
few between-community connections. In this case, communities
are easy to identify, based on the prominent organizational struc-
ture. To approximate this, we considered the pin to pout ratio for
a stochastic block model. As previously described, pin is dened
as the probability of observing an edge between a pair of nodes
in the same community, while pout is the probability of observing
an edge between a pair of nodes in dierent communities. We ex-
pected that the entropy and empirical p-value would decrease with
an increasing pin/pout ratio. at is, as the community structure
becomes less prominent with an increased number of connections
between communities, the label propagation task should become
A. B.
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Figure 3: To understand the relationship between our test
and BESTest, we performed our analysis on the synthetic
experiments described in section 3.1. In this experiment, we
permute varying proportions of node-based attribute classi-
cations, z˜, to produce a spectrum of entropy values. From
this range of entropy values that we observed with our test,
we wanted to better understand the with similarity with the
BESTest results. A. ere is a strong relationship between
the BESTest entropy and the LP empirical p-value returned
by our test. B.We plotted the BESTest entropy against our la-
bel propagation entropy and observed a very strong positive
correlation. is analysis demonstrates that the entropies
computed by our LP test and BESTest are highly similar.
more dicult. To study this with synthetic data, we varied the
pin/pout ratio, by considering a four community stochastic block
model with values of pin between 0.05 and 0.45 and choosing a
corresponding pout , such that the mean degree was equal 30. For
each pair of pin and pout , we generated 10 realizations from the cor-
responding stochastic block model. Accompanying each synthetic
network was a xed 3-dimensional aribute matrix, X, where the
aribute vectors for the members of community k were drawn from
a 3-dimensional multivariate Gaussian, parameterized by {µk , Σk }.
For each synthetic network, we computed the entropy under our
label propagation method and the corresponding p-value.
In Figure 4A. we plot the mean LP entropy over the T ∗ = 100
samples used to construct the empirical entropy distribution, E,
across the 10 network realizations for each set of pin and pout . e
shaded region denotes the standard deviation of the LP entropy. As
the ratio between pin and pout increases, the empirical LP entropy
decreases. We see a similar eect in Figure 4B. where we plot the
empirical p-value as a function of the pin/pout ratio. In this plot,
the shaded region denotes the standard deviation of the empirical
p-value. Here, a signicant p-value (at α = 0.05) was sometimes
reached (implying aributes and connectivity are aligned) when
pin/pout > 3. Finally in Figure 4C. we examined the relationship
between the mean empirical entropy (E) and the associated mean
empirical p-value across the 10 network realizations generated
under each parameter pair. We observe that when the LP entropy
(horizontal axis) reaches 130, the mean empirical p-value increases
(i.e. decreases in signicance) very quickly.
4 MASS CYTOMETRY NETWORK EXAMPLE
We applied our test to a single cell mass cytometry CyTOF dataset.
Mass cytometry with CyTOF [1] is an immunological proling tech-
nique that gives simultaneous quantication of various immune
Conference’17, July 2017, Washington, DC, USA Natalie Stanley, Marc Niethammer, and Peter J. Mucha
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Figure 4: To understand the eect of the strength of a net-
work’s community structure on our test, we generated syn-
thetic networks from stochastic block models with various
pin (within-community) and pout (between-community) pa-
rameters. Networks were generated with pin varying be-
tween 0.05 and 0.45 and we chose a corresponding pout such
that the mean degree was 30. We used pin/pout as a proxy
for the strength of community, with a higher value of this
ratio indicating a stronger community structure with more
within-community edges and fewer between community
edges. For each pin , pout combination, we generated 10 syn-
thetic network realizations. A. We plotted the relationship
between our LP entropy and pin/pout . e shaded area de-
notes standard deviation of the mean entropy over the 10
networks for each pin , pout combination. B. Similar to (A.),
we plotted the mean empirical p-value over the T ∗ = 100 tri-
als used to generate the entropy distributions, E and Eperm.
For largepin/pout , the empiricalp-value becamemore signif-
icant. e shaded area denotes standard deviation of empir-
ical p-value over the 10 networks for each pin , pout combina-
tion. C. We plotted the relationship between the mean en-
tropy (E) over the T ∗=100 trials and 10 network realizations
for each SBM parameter pair and the empirical p-value.
features. e output of this technology is approximately 50 immune
features proled for each cell in a large collection of single cells. We
used a freely available mass cytometry dataset, originally described
in Ref. [19], but pre-processed in an R tool called CytofKit [4]. e
dataset proles 51 immune features across single cells on human T
helper cells from peripheral blood and tonsils, which have shown
to be heterogeneous within a sample. Note that consistent with the
immunology literature, we also refer to these immune features as
markers. To untangle the heterogeneity and infer cellular pheno-
types, dimension reduction and clustering are typically applied to
single cell data. In this pursuit, the objective is to cluster the single
cells into predicted phenotypes, based on the measured features.
A powerful way to segment the single cells into their respective
phenotypes is by constructing a similarity network between the
cells and clustering with community detection. is method for
studying single cell data is called PhenoGraph and is described in
Ref. [9]. We studied the data in an analogous way by construct-
ing a 5-nearest neighbor network between the cells and applying
community detection to cluster them. In this representation, each
node in the k nearest neighbor network is a single cell and is con-
nected to its 5 nearest neighbors, based on the pairwise Euclidean
distance for the 51 measured immune features. In this example
we considered a subset of 1000 single cells. Aer constructing the
network, we predicted phenotypes by identifying communities (z)
with the Louvain algorithm [3]. Applying the Louvain algorithm to
A. C.
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Figure 5: We considered each of the 51 features in the CyTOF
data and their potential to be used as discriminative mark-
ers for particular communities. We identied 11 communi-
ties (or inferred phenotypes) under the Louvain algorithm.
We then created a partition, z˜, based on each attribute in iso-
lation. For each attribute and its induced partition of the
nodes, z˜, normalized mutual information (NMI) was used to
measure the discriminative power of the marker in distin-
guishing network communities, or NMI(z˜, z). We expected
that our p-value should align with this NMI measure in that
markers leading to high NMI between the induced z˜ and z
should have more signicant p-values. A. We used a his-
togram to visualize the distribution of NMI values across
the 51 possible markers, with many of them leading to low
NMI (between 0 and 0.1). B. Similar to (A.), we visualized the
empirical p-value for the 51 possible markers. C. We com-
pared the relationship between the empirical p-value (verti-
cal axis) and NMI(z˜, z) (horizontal axis) across the 51 possi-
ble markers. As expected, we observed these quantities to
be anti-correlated in that more signicant (lower) empirical
p-values were obtained for higher values of NMI(z˜, z).
the network’s adjacency matrix, A, identied 11 communities. As
shown in Ref. [4], one further analysis aer clustering the single
cells is to identify features with discriminative power between in-
ferred phenotypes. We nd the application of our LP task to CyTOF
data to be an appealing validation task for our algorithm because
there should be a set of features (i.e. the proled markers) that
have strong discriminative ability in separating communities in the
network. Note that in this context, communities in the network are
also closely linked to inferred cell phenotype.
e rst test we performed on CyTOF k nearest neighbor net-
work was to examine how each marker feature related to the com-
munity partition, z, identied with the Louvain algorithm. To
understand the interplay between the k nearest neighbor network
structure and the measured immune features, we performed 51
separate analyses. Each analysis considered the correlation of each
immune feature individually with community structure. To produce
a partition of the network, z˜ , corresponding to a single marker, M ,
we simply clustered the 1000 nodes into 1 of 11 clusters, based on
the value of marker M .
Before applying our LP test to this network, we used normalized
mutual information (NMI) [6] to quantify the similarity between z
and z˜. A high NMI (i.e. close to 1), indicates that the single aribute,
M , used to create z˜ creates a similar partition to the partition z,
obtained from the Louvain algorithm on just the network structure
(i.e. connectivity information only). Conversely, an NMI near 0
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Figure 6: Under our label propagation task, we chose two
markers with signicant p-values (CD8 and TNFa) and two
markers with insignicant p-values (IL4 and CD14). We col-
ored the nodes in the k-nearest neighbor network of single
cells by the expression of each of these four markers. e
signicant markers (shown in the top row) have expression
that varies across communities. Conversely, the expression
of the insignicant markers does not vary across communi-
ties. is analysis suggests that our test is eective in the
identication of attributes that are well aligned with com-
munity structure.
indicates that when nodes (cells) are clustered based on the partic-
ular feature, their partition is very dierent to that obtained using
connectivity information (A).
In Figure 5A. we show the distribution of NMIs computed be-
tween z and z˜ for each of the 51 markers. We observe a fairly broad
range of marker qualities represented. Similarly, we applied our LP
task for T ∗ = 30 trials and a sample of 500 labeled nodes in each
trial. Figure 5B. shows the distribution of empirical p-values from
our LP method. In this experiment we did not correct for multiple
testing since signicantly scoring features had very low empirical
p-values (i.e. 0 or close to 0, implying no overlap between E and
Eperm). We noticed that there are approximately 30 markers with a
low p-value (between 0 and 0.2), according to our LP test. Finally, in
Figure 5C. we examined the relationship between the NMI between
z and z˜ and the empirical p-value, across each of the 51 markers.
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Figure 7: We computed the empirical p-values induced by
the partition z˜ for each of the 51 markers in isolation. Us-
ing our test, we looked closely at 5 of the most and least sig-
nicant markers under the computed the empirical p-value.
Since a quality marker in this case is said to be one that in-
duces a labeling of the nodes, z˜, similar to the result obtained
under z, we expect the expression of such a marker to vary
across communities. In this plot, we show the expression
of each marker as a function of the community index. e
family of orange-colored lines correspond to the top 5 signif-
icant markers (according to empirical p-value). From all of
these lines, the expression varies across communities. Con-
versely, looking at the markers with low signicance under
our test, expression is relatively constant across all commu-
nities.
As expected, these quantities are highly related, with high values
of NMI corresponding to lower, more signicant p-values.
To visualize how particular markers correlated with communi-
ties in the network, through their induced partition, z˜, we closely
examined four dierent markers. Again, we used each aribute
in isolation to perform an aribute-based partition of the nodes, z˜
into 1 of 11 clusters. Two of these markers (CD8 and TNFa), had a
p-value of 0 with our label propagation task. e other two markers
(IL4 and CD14) had non-signicant p-values of 0.47 and 0.97, re-
spectively. In Figure 6, we show the k nearest neighbor networks of
single cells with nodes colored by the expression for each of these
four markers. Note that lighter colors indicate high expression and
darker colors indicate lower expression. In the top row, we show
the networks corresponding to CD8 and TNFa. We observe that
expression paerns are indeed localized in the network. at is,
dense clusters in the network tend to have similar marker expres-
sion. Further, this marker expression varies across communities in
the network. Alternatively in the boom row where we visualiza-
tion IL4 and CD14, we observe that there is not much variability
in marker expression across the network. In other words, using
these markers to classify nodes would not be eective. is analysis
further suggests that our empirical p-value can successfully identify
markers with discriminative power because they are well-correlated
with particular communities.
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As an nal experiment, we sought to see if the markers with
signicant empirical p-values (implying that they are eective in
distinguishing cellular phenotypes) did indeed vary across com-
munities in the network, through their induced partition, z˜. To do
this, we selected 10 markers from the 51 measured features of the
CyTOF data. In particular, we looked at the 5 of the most and least
signicant markers, in terms of the computed empirical p-value.
For each of these 10 markers, we computed the mean marker ex-
pression across each of the 11 communities identied by applying
the Louvain algorithm applied to the network’s adjacency matrix,
A. in Figure 7, we then ploed the mean marker expression across
communities for the 5 most and least signicant markers. e least
signicant markers are shown in the family of blue lines and are
relatively static across each of the 10 communities. In contrast, the
orange family of lines corresponds to the markers for the more sig-
nicant features and do vary across communities. Since a marker
with a signicant low empirical p-value should correlate well with
communities, this is the paern we expected. e 5 poorly ranked
markers clearly do not correlate with communities because their
expression is constant across all communities.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a label propagation based approach to
determine how closely aributes align with network connectivity.
Over T ∗ trials, the label propagation task uses a subset of nodes
labeled according to aribute information to predict the labels for
a set of unlabeled nodes. e label propagation task we adopt re-
turns a probability distribution for each of the unlabeled nodes
over the possible communities. e empirical p-value of our test is
computed by comparing the empirical entropy distributions across
the T ∗ trials from our label propagation task, and a permuted label
propagation task, denoted by E and Eperm, respectively. e intu-
ition is that if aributes are well aligned with network connectivity
paerns, then the label propagation task should produce results
that are more certain, and hence have lower entropy. Our results
indicate that the computed entropy and empirical p-value are be-
having as expected on synthetic examples, where we designed the
experiments in a way that we knew how well the aributes and
connectivity correlated. We also show that our test is useful in
the identication of important marker features for distinguishing
communities in the single cell mass cytometry k nearest neighbor
network. Here, features (markers) with low empirical p-value are
features that vary across communities and hence give insight into
immune features that distinguish communities or cell subsets.
As future work, one might examine how the entropy and empiri-
cal p-value relate to dierent communities identied using dierent
algorithms or approaches. Future work could also benet from the
analysis of the number of trials (T ∗) and the optimal number of
nodes in each of the labeled and unlabeled node sets that lead to
the most statistically stable and meaningful results. Finally, similar
to how we detected particular marker features that were aligned
with the identied communities, perhaps we can use our tool as a
feature selection method that can can be used to create meaningful
network representations of data.
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